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RESEARCH INTO OPERATING MODES OF THE AIR 

INJECTOR OF THE MILKING PARLOR FLUSHING 

SYSTEM 

Iryna GUNKO 1, Ihor BABYN 2, Elchyn ALIIEV 3, Vitaliy YAROPUD 4, 

Anatoliy HRYTSUN 5 

As a result of preliminary numerical simulation of the process of washing the 

milk line of the milking parlor using the injector in the software package STAR-

CCM + was determined the dynamics of vacuum pressure at a distance from the 

injector and the dynamics of changes in the components of the multiphase 

environment. As a result of numerical modeling and experimental studies of the 

process of washing the milk line of the milking parlor using the injector, the 

dependence of the rate of pressure change, changes in the thickness of the milk layer 

on the milk pipe side and the degree of purity of the milk pipe at different values of 

its diameter from working vacuum pressure. air injector, also of the duration of the 

stroke of the inlet of the air injector and the duration of the pause of the air injector 

were determined.  

Keywords: milking parlor, washing, air injector, modeling, experiment. 

1. Introduction 

The main task of dairy farming is to increase milk production and improve 

its quality. Among the indicators of quality as a raw material for further 

processing, its bacterial contamination is significant [1-2]. This indicator depends 

on the sanitary and hygienic condition of milking equipment, timely cooling of 

milk, requirements, and the impact of other external factors [3]. In the process of 

milking, milk passes through milking parlor, milk pipes, milk collectors, 

individual and group meters, etc., which are a source of bacterial 

contamination [4]. The recommended conditions for improving the quality of milk 
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are to ensure the efficiency of the process of washing milking units by increasing 

its duration, which leads to increased operating costs (water, detergents, 

electricity, etc.) and the cost of dairy products [5]. 

Analysis of the factors and consequences of inefficient washing of milking 

parlors showed that the formation of contaminants (milk residues, rubbish, 

bacterial accumulations, other particles, and substances) on the inner surfaces of 

the milk system of the milking parlor are a result of poor technological operation 

of washing that leads to increase of bacterial contamination of milk and as a result 

to reduce its grade [6]. With insufficient cleaning and disinfection on the surface 

of the milk line of the milking parlor for a short period of time (20-40 min.) milk 

residues accumulate. They are a favorable environment for the development of 

microorganisms. Lactic acid bacteria in these environments, double the number of 

its average 40 min., Escherichia coli – 20 min. at 30 ° C [7].  In ideal conditions in 

the period between milking (9 hours at double milking) the number of microflorae 

increases approximately in 17 thousand times. Bacteria remaining after 

disinfection in the amount of 2 % in the environment of lipid-protein 

contaminants can recover in about 3.5 hours. [8-9]. 

Changes in bacterial contamination of milk during its movement by the 

contaminated milk line of the milking parlor based on averaging data Degtyareva 

G. P. [10], Berezutsky V. I. [11], Kotelevich V. A. [12], Coj J. A.  and Mamedova 

R. A. [13] showed an increase in bacterial contamination of milk as it progresses 

along the technological line: milking cups (8-16 thousand CFU/cm3), collector 

(34-47 thousand CFU/cm3), milk hose (74-85 thousand CFU/cm3), milk line (123-

286 thousand CFU/cm3), milk collector (254-294 thousand CFU/cm3), milk pump 

(up to 320 thousand CFU/cm3). 

Thus, the creation of automated technical and technological support of the 

washing system of milking parlor, which intensifies the process without additional 

costs, becomes of paramount importance in solving the problem of improving the 

quality of milk.  

The purpose of the study is to increase the efficiency of the washing 

system of milking parlor by using air injectors with reasonable operating 

parameters of their work.  

All types of milking parlor according to ISO 3918 [14], ISO 5707 [15], 

ISO 6690 [16] are a complex hydraulic network, which contains several types of 

hydraulic paths that differ in their parameters. These include milk pipelines, 

which move the flow of milk-air mixture; vacuum conductors with single-phase 

air flow; milk collectors, where, due to the significant amount of internal space, 

the flow rate approaches zero and there is a separation of liquid and gaseous 

phases (milk and air); milking parlor in which the pulsating mode of a current of 

both milk, and the air which is spent on creation of pulsations is carried out. 

According to the standard ISO 5707 [15], the design of the milking parlor should 
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also provide: cleaning of milk residues and deposits on the inner surface of the 

milk line; cleaning the surfaces and cavities of the milk line from the remnants of 

detergents and disinfectants; reduction of bacterial contamination of surfaces to an 

acceptable level. Milking unit communication units and parts in contact with the 

milk must be made of materials intended for this purpose. The surface, according 

to ISO 4288 [17], should have a roughness of 2.5 μm. The surface roughness of 

welds should not exceed 16 microns. Full drainage of fluid from all parts of the 

milk line should be ensured. 

As a result of the analysis of technical and technological support of 

washing of milking parlors [18] it is established that the most effective are 

circulating systems of washing with regulated formation of a lock mode with 

using of air injectors on the basis of automatic control. This resource-saving mode 

is used by DeLaval in C100E washing machines, GEA Farm Technologies in 

SineTherm washing machine, etc. [19-20]. Also, air injection for efficient 

circulating washing of the milking parlor is used in MiniWash machines from 

PANAzoo and TOP WASH from InterPuls [21-22]. In particular, SAC offers 

flushing systems with spontaneous formation of liquid plugs and does not 

recommend the use of the Uni-Air-Pulse air pulsation device, believing that it 

does not affect the efficiency of washing milking equipment [23]. However, in the 

mode of cork flushing increases the additional air flow, which leads to an increase 

in the load on the vacuum pumps and because of increased energy consumption. 

The analysis of theoretical and experimental preconditions [24-26] 

of technical and technological support of washing of milking parlors showed that 

the process of movement of two-phase washing solution at a lock mode which is 

formed under the effect of air injectors is not investigated enough for now. 

The consequences of periodic operation of the injector are the 

phenomenon of hydraulic shock, which is caused by a sudden change in the phase 

distribution of the flow of two-phase washing solution. This leads to a sudden 

change in the impulse of the two-phase washing solution, causing a pressure wave 

moving through the system. This pressure wave can lead to the destruction of milk 

deposits on the walls of the milk line, as well as to possible damage to the 

equipment of the milk system [27-28]. The processes of damage and destruction 

under the influence of the shock wave depend on a large number of design 

features of the equipment (strength of the material, geometric dimensions, 

availability and quality of welds, soldering, joints, etc.) and the probability of their 

occurrence, so comprehensive studies of the above processes both from a 

theoretical point of view and from an experimental one are very hard to 

do. However, studies [29-30] indicate that the rate of pressure change Δp/Δt to 

reduce the probability of appearing of hydraulic shock should be minimal.  

Therefore, it is necessary to investigate in more detail the process of 

washing using air injectors and determine the relevant patterns on the basis of 
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which can be created an algorithm for washing the milk line of milking parlors 

with automated control of their operating parameters. 

2. Materials and methods of research 

The first stage of the study of the modes of operation of the air injector of 

the milking parlor is a numerical simulation of the movement of two-phase 

washing solution by a horizontal milk line using the software package STAR-

CCM + [31]. The scheme of the numerical experiment is given in Fig. 1. The 

initial parameters for numerical simulation are as follows. The milk line of the 

milking parlor is a straight horizontal pipe with a diameter of Dm = 50 mm and a 

length of L = 5 m. On the left side of the chat, an injector with a diameter of 

Dm = 10 mm that is installed on top. The continuum grid of the milking line of the 

milking parlor was formed on the basis of a surface grid generator and a generator 

of polyhedral cells. The basic grid size was 0.001 m.   
 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of numerical experiment of the process of movement of a multiphase medium by a 

horizontal milk line of a milking parlor 

 

Numerical simulations were performed on the basis of the following 

physical models: multiphase interaction, isothermal fluid energy equation, 

gravitational field, k-ε turbulence model, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 

equation, separation flow, multiphase state equation, fluid volume (VOF), Euler 

multiphase [32]. As initial data, it was assumed that the washing solution in the 

process of movement had a constant density ρf = 997.6 kg/m3, the dynamic 

viscosity was μf = 8.88·10-4 Pa·s. Milk also in the process of movement had a 

constant density ρm = 1027 kg/m3 , its dynamic viscosity was μm = 2.72·10-

3 Pa·s. air was under the influence of the equation of an ideal gas. The dynamic 

viscosity of air was μg = 1.85·10-5 Pa·s, molecular weight 28.9 kg/mol.   

At the initial moment (initial conditions) it was assumed that the entire 

volume of the horizontal rectilinear milk line was filled with milk, ie α m = 
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100 %. The vacuum pressure was p = 45 kPa. Then on the left border was realized 

a mass air flow W g = 0.001 kg/s, on the right – a constant vacuum pressure 

p(L) = 45 kPa, and the injector nozzle was completely closed (limit 

conditions). After 16 s (the time was selected from the condition of stabilizing the 

milk and air content in the volume of the milk line), the air flow stopped. Instead, 

a mass flow of washing solution Wf = 0.2 kg/s was realized on the left 

border. Studies have been conducted for options where the injector is periodically 

opened and closed. The open injector connects the internal volume of the milk 

line with atmospheric pressure and lets in air. 

In the process of numerical simulation determined the dynamics of 

vacuum pressure in cross sections at a distance from the left boundary p (0 m), 

p(1 m), p(2 m), p(3 m), p(4 m), p(5 m) and the dynamics of the content of the 

components of the multiphase medium: washing solution αf , air αg , milk αm.  

The study factors were the diameter of the milk line Dm , the working 

vacuum pressure pw , the duration of the intake stroke of the air injector tinj , the 

duration of the pause of the air injector tp . The limits and intervals of research 

factors are given in table. 1. A qualitative criterion for evaluating research on the 

modes of operation of the milk washing system of dairy milking equipment with 

an air injector is the average value of the thickness of the layer or drops of milk on 

the wall of the pipe hm , which was determined by the formula 
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Table 1  

Limits and intervals of factors of numerical modeling and experimental researches 

Level 

Diameter 

milk wire 

Dm , mm 

Working 

vacuum-metric 

pressure 

pw , kPa 

Duration of air 

intake stroke 

injector 

tinj , s 

Duration 

air injector 

pauses 

tp, s 

Volumetric air 

flow through the 

air injector 

QV, l/min 

Top (+1) 70 75 9 9 100 

Medium (0) 60 60 5 5 200 

Lower (–1) 50 45 1 1 300 

Interval 10 15 4 4 100 

 

The smaller the value of the thickness of the layer of milk on the wall of 

the milk line hm , the better the washing process was carried out. 

The criterion that limits the operating parameters of the milk washing 

system of dairy milking parlor with an air injector is the value of the pressure 

change during the intake stroke and pause of the air injector (pressure change rate) 

Δp/Δt , which is calculated by the formula 
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The greater the rate of change of pressure in the milk supply system of 

milking parlor, the greater the likelihood of "uncontrolled" water bump, which 

will destroy not only the layer of milk and milk deposits on the surface of its walls 

but can damage its equipment. Rational modes of operation of the milk washing 

system of milking parlor with an air injector can be achieved by minimizing the 

value of the thickness of the milk layer on the wall of the milk pipeline and the 

rate of pressure change. 

The simulation was performed by alternately searching all levels of factors 

with a total of 34 = 81 experiments. Next, using the Mathematica software 

package, a second-order regression model was determined for each of the 

proposed criteria. 

The second stage is experimental research, which was conducted on an 

experimental stand on the basis of a laboratory milking parlor with existing upper 

and lower milk lines with a washing machine produced by TDV "Bratslav". The 

scheme of the experimental stand is given in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The scheme of the experimental stand for research of operating modes of an air injector of 

system of washing of milk pipelines of milking parlor 

 

The stand includes: laboratory milking unit (including milk line and 

vacuum line); air injector, solenoid valve; mass air flow sensor DMVP; four 

MPX5100DP vacuum gauge sensors, three of which are located on the milk line 

at a distance of 2 m from each other, and one – the vacuum wire that was 

connected to the ADC/DAC module ZET 210; photosensor for determining the 

contamination of the milk line, which consists of LED 1W 100 Lm, photoresistor 

GM20539, resistor R1 = 10 kΩ, adjusting resistor R2 = 5 kΩ, control board 

Arduino Uno ATmega328; power supply. A general view of the experimental 

stand is presented in Fig. 3. 
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Factors experimental research were working vacuum pressure pw , length 

of stroke intake air injector tinj, air injector pause duration tp and the volume of air 

flow through the air injector QV. The limits and intervals of research factors are 

presented in table 1. The working vacuum pressure pw is set on the laboratory 

milking unit using a vacuum regulator and is controlled by a vacuum pressure 

sensor MPX5100DP. The error of measuring the vacuum pressure within the 

investigated range is ±0.1 kPa. The duration of the intake strokes tinj and the pause 

tp of the air injector was set using a solenoid valve, which is connected to the 

control board Arduino Uno ATmega328. The error of intake and pause cycles is 

± 1 ms. Volumetric air flow through the air injector QV is set by closing the holes 

on the air injector and was controlled by the sensor of mass air flow DMVP 

BOSH 280218037. 

Before each experiment, the photodetector was removed from the 

laboratory milking parlor, washed, wiped, and immersed in a container of milk for 

20 minutes. Next, the research factors were set at the required level and the 

washing machine was started in the mode of continuous washing for 30 minutes. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The scheme of the experimental stand for research of operating modes of an air injector of 

system of washing of milk pipelines of milking installation: 

1 – milk system; 2 – vacuum system; 3 – photodetector for determining the contamination of the 

milk line; 4 – tank with cleaning solution; 5 – air injector; 6 – automatic washing machine;  

7 – solenoid valve; 8 – mass air flow sensor DMVP; 9 – vacuum gauge MPX5100DP; 

10 – ADC/DAC module ZET 210; 11 – control board Arduino Uno ATmega328; 12 – personal 

computer 

During the experimental studies, the dynamics of the vacuum pressure on 

each of the connected sensors was determined (p0 , p1 , p2 , p3). Qualitative 
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criterion for evaluating research on the modes of operation of the system of 

washing the milk lines of the milking parlor with an air injector is degree of purity 

θmilk , which is defined as the change in the average value of the thickness of the 

layer of milk hmilk on the wall of the pipe: 

100
h

hh

milk

milkmilk
milk 



−
=     (3) 

where: h'milk – the initial value of the thickness of the layer of milk on the wall of 

the pipe, mm; h''milk – the final value of the thickness of the layer of milk on the 

wall of the pipe, mm 

According to previous laboratory studies [33], the thickness of the layer of 

milk on the wall of the pipe was determined considering the value of resistance on 

the photodetector by the formula: 
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where: Rf – current value of resistance on the photodetector, Ohm; Rf – initial 

value of resistance on the photodetector, Ohm; kλmilk is the rate of light absorption 

by milk, which was determined because of laboratory tests, mm-1. 

Experimental studies were performed according to the Hartley–Kono plan 

(Na-Co4) for four factors at three levels with a total of 18 experiments. Next, 

using the Mathematica software package, a second-order regression model was 

determined for each of the proposed criteria.  

3. Research results 

As a result of numerical simulation, a graph of the dynamics of the content 

of components of the multiphase medium in the milk line of the milking parlor 

was constructed, which is given in Fig. 4. The first stage (from 0 to 16 s) is similar 

to the previous options. In the second stage, the supply of washing solution, which 

replaces air and milk was implemented. The injector is periodically opened and 

closed at intervals of 1 s (or another option 9 s) throughout the process. At 21.6 s 

(or another option 20.5 s) and further the value of milk content stabilizes and is 

αm = 2.1 % (or another option 3.5 %). This indicates the residual milk on the walls 

of the milk line with an average layer thickness of 0.27 mm (or another option 

0.43 mm). The dynamics of change of vacuum pressure is presented in Fig. 4. As 

can be seen from the figure, at each open of the injector, the milk line is connected 

to atmospheric pressure and the vacuum pressure in all areas first decreases to an 

average of –39.7 kPa (or another option –137.1 kPa), which is more than 

atmospheric, and then increases sharply to an average of 91.2 kPa (or another 

option 72.2 kPa). Then these fluctuations in vacuum pressure are repeated. The 

attenuation of the vacuum pressure for an interval of 9 s (up to 5 % of the average 
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value) occurs in 5.2 s. Analysis of fig. 4 allowed to draw a conclusion about the 

reduction of vacuum pressure at a distance from the injector. According to the 

above results, it can be argued that the use of a periodic injector allows you to 

reduce the milk content in the milk line faster and by a greater value, which 

indicates a better washing process. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Dynamics of changes in the content of components of the multiphase medium and the 

pressure in the milk line of the milking parlor for options when the injector is periodically opened 

and closed at intervals of 1 s (a) and 9 s (b) 

 

As a result of numerical modeling and further processing of the received 

data in the Mathematica software package dependence of change of value of 

thickness of a layer of milk on research factors was obtained 

hm(teor)=0.8738–0.03783Dm+0.0006099Dm
2+0.01365pw–0.0004881Dmpw+ 

+0.0001357pw
2–0.0228tinj+0.000114Dmtinj+0.002857tinj

2–0.032454tp+ 

+0.0003051Dmtp–0.00114tinjtp+0.00381 tp
2.   (5) 

As a result of numerical simulation and further processing of the obtained 

data in the Mathematica software package, the dependence of the pressure 

changes during the inlet stroke and pause of the air injector (pressure change rate) 

on the research factors was obtained 

Δp/Δt(teor)=37.6294–0.2269Dm+1.7582pw–0.007633pw
2–15.3799tinj– 

–0.07374pwtinj+1.01054tinj
2–3.3746tp–0.04429pwtp+0.9258tinjtp–0.08726.tp

2. (6) 
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As a result of experimental studies for each experiment, the dynamics of 

vacuum pressure on each of the connected sensors (p0, p1, p2 , p3) was 

obtained. We will explain the processes observed in the relevant graphs 

(Fig. 5). When opening the air injector (combining it with atmospheric pressure) 

there is a sharp drop in vacuum pressure to almost 0 kPa, which causes a negative 

hydraulic bump. Due to the constant operation of the vacuum pump and the 

presence of the receiver, the value of the vacuum pressure approaches the 

operating p 0 with certain damped oscillations was obtained. Then the air injector 

closes (disappears abruptly due to the combination of atmospheric pressure), 

which causes a sharp increase in vacuum pressure (almost twice) and, 

accordingly, a positive hydraulic bump. Due to the constant operation of the 

vacuum pump and the presence of the receiver, the value of the vacuum pressure 

is equalized to the operating p0 by the function of the damping sine. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Dynamics of vacuum pressure on the connected sensors (p0, p1, p2, p3) 

 

As a result of experimental research and the further processing of the 

received data in the Mathematica software package dependence of change of 

degree of purity θmilk (%) on research factors was obtained 

θmilk(teor)=29.5872+1.4239pw–0.01554pw
2+0.064QV–0.00007181pwQV+ 

+0.00011QV
2–0.12190tinj–0.00398pwtinj+0.0002145QVtinj–0.08034tinj

2+ 

+1.6471tp+0.005675pwtp+0.001481QVtp+0.1298tinjtp–0.3895tp
2. (7) 

Recalculation of equation (5), obtained because of numerical simulation, 

by formula (3) allows determining the mathematical dependence of the change in 

the degree of purity θmilk on research factors: 

θmilk(exper)=12.614+3.7837Dm–0.0609942Dm
2–1.3656pw+0.04881Dmpw– 

–0.01357pw
2+2.288tinj–0.01143Dmtinj–0.2857tinj

2+3.2454tp– 

–0.030514Dmtp+0.114tinjtp–0.3814tp
2.    (8) 
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Comparing the theoretical (8) and experimental (7) dependences visually 

(Fig. 6) and according to Fisher's criterion F = 1.88 <F 0.05 (17; 26) = 2.04, 

Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.98 and coefficient of determination 

R2 = 0.96, we can say about the adequacy of theoretical research. 

As a result of experimental researches and the subsequent processing of 

the received data in the Mathematica software package dependence of change of 

pressure during time of an inlet stroke and a pause of an air injector (speed of 

change of pressure) on research factors was obtained  

Δp/Δt(exper)=–9,2559+2,0453pw–0,011788pw
2+0,145QV–12,0428tinj– 

–0,05044pwtinj+0,7961tinj
2–4,4597tp–0,027pw tp+0,812tinjtp.  (9) 

 

 
a      b 

Fig. 6. Dependence of the degree of purity of the milk line θmilk: a – on the working vacuum 

pressure pw, b – on the duration of the intake stroke tinj and the duration of the pause tp air injector 

 

Comparing the theoretical (6) and experimental (9) dependences visually 

(Fig. 7) and according to Fisher's criterion F = 1.15 < F0.05 (17; 26) = 2.04, 

Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.99 and the coefficient of determination R2 = 

0.98 can be said about the adequacy of theoretical research. 
 

 
a      b 

Fig. 6. The dependence of the rate of change of pressure Δp/Δt: a – on the working vacuum 

pressure pw , b – on the duration of the intake stroke tinj and the duration of the pause tp air injector 

 

Due to the fact that the rational parameters of the theoretical (7), (8) and 

experimental (6), (9) dependences are different, it is necessary to solve a 
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compromise problem, which is how to minimize the value of the rate of pressure 

change at the highest value of the purity of the milk pipeline: 

( )

( )
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   (10) 

Solving the system of equations (10) in the Mathematica software package 

for different values of the diameter of the milk line we obtain the corresponding 

rational parameters of the injector modes: at D = 50 mm → pw = 45.0 kPa, tinj = 

6.1 s, tp = 3.8 s, Qv = 300 l/min, θmilk = 92.3 %, Δp/Δt = 42.0 kPa/s; at 

D = 60 mm → pw = 45.0 kPa, tinj = 6.1 s, tp = 3.5 s, Qv = 300 l/min, θ milk = 92.1 %, 

Δр/Δt = 42.1 kPa/s; at D = 70 mm → pw = 60.6 kPa, tinj = 5.9 s, tp = 3.4 s, Qv = 

300 l/min, θmilk = 88.4 %, Δр/Δt = 40.0 kPa/s. 

4. Conclusions 

As a result of preliminary numerical simulation of the process of washing 

the milk line of the milking parlor using the injector in the software package 

STAR-CCM + was determined by the dynamics of vacuum pressure at a distance 

from the injector (p(0 m), p(1 m), p(2 m), p(3 m), p(4 m), p(5 m)) and the 

dynamics of changes in the content of the components of the multiphase medium 

(washing solution αf , air αg , milk αm ) for options when the injector periodically 

opens and closes. It is established that the use of a periodic injector allows 

reducing the milk content in the milk line faster and by a larger value, which 

indicates a better washing process.  

As a result of numerical simulation process washing milk pipe line 

milking parlor using an injector in the software package STAR-CCM + was 

installed dependence of the rate of change of pressure Δp/Δt and change the 

thickness of milk on the wall milk pipe hm for different values of its diameter 

Dm of working vacuum pressure pw , the duration of the stroke of the inlet of the 

air injector tinj and the duration of the pause of the air injector tp. 

As a result of experimental studies modes of the air injector system of 

washing of milk milking parlor were installed depending on the rate of change of 

pressure Δp/Δt and change the purity of milk θmilk from the working vacuum 

pressure pw , volumetric air flow through the air injector QV , cycle duration air 

injector inlet tinj and air injector pause duration tp . 

Solving the compromise problem, which is to minimize the value of the 

rate of pressure change at the highest value of the degree of purity of the milk line 
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for different values of the diameter of the milk line obtained the appropriate 

rational parameters of the injector. 

The results of research using in the development of designs automated 

washing systems milking line. The proposed method of using the phenomenon of 

water hammer in the system flushing as a means of intensifying the process of 

destruction of milk fat, increases the efficiency of washing milking line systems. 
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